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Overview
In 2022, as the world was introduced to a revitalized Rockefeller Center, RUBENSTEIN brought media along for the 
journey. The RUBENSTEIN team incorporated the narrative of the Center’s revitalization into each announcement 
and programming moment, working with partners and collaborators as appropriate, and ensuring that the story of 
the new Rockefeller Center was embedded in media coverage throughout the year. This deck primarily describes 
coverage secured across leasing, programming, public art, retail, and holiday activations.

From the debuts of Flipper’s Roller Boogie Palace and the quarterly Star Party series to the return of highly regarded 
programming such as The Flag Project, the Love Above All Ball, and Mexico Week, Rockefeller Center remained a 
central part of media conversations about the best things to do in the city and the revival of Midtown. The 
RUBENSTEIN team arranged tours of the reimagined campus for media and curated itineraries to showcase the 
Center’s culinary, art, retail, and event offerings. An intensified focus on relationship cultivation with reporters and 
digital influencers began early in the year, familiarizing key figures with the Center and seeding the ground for 
coverage throughout 2022 and beyond.

2022 came to a close with an extremely successful holiday season. Iconic staples such as The Rink at Rockefeller 
Center Presented by Coach and the lighting of the 90th Annual Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree showed the world 
that Rockefeller Center can reinvent itself while continuing to deliver the city’s–and the world’s– most beloved 
holiday traditions.
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Media coverage of Rockefeller Center was largely 
positive in tone this year, as reporters embraced the 
Center’s reimagination. Journalists marveled at the 
redesign and new cuisine, and generated continuous 
positive coverage of the Center’s events and 
programming.

Notable media moments include extensive features by 
Wallpaper* and Surface about the Center’s revitalization 
which explored the evolution of the campus’ 
architecture, a glowing review of the Center’s new 
dining landscape by The New York Times, The Wall 
Street Journal featured Rockefeller Center as a core 
element of Midtown’s renaissance and highlighted Le 
Rock and Christie’s, Business of Fashion featured the 
Center’s influx of artisan brands in a trend article about 
the new era of retail shopping, and Architectural Digest 
produced a comprehensive video tour of the Center.

In addition, The New York Times featured the Earth 
Day-themed Spring Sunday as a recommended family 
activity in their highly sought-after weekend event 
roundup, and INSIDER ran a profile of head gardner Erik 
Pauze.

Best of 2022

“Rockefeller Center Is the New York 
Restaurant Event of the Year…In a miracle 
off 49th Street, a complex where the food 

skewed corporate is suddenly a dining 
destination where chefs pursue their own 

ideas.”

“The Center is becoming the city’s most 
dynamic destination for New Yorkers, and 

leading the reinvigoration of Midtown 
Manhattan.”

“Rockefeller Center is waving goodbye to its 
reputation as a tourists-only attraction 

thanks to a massive revitalization project 
currently underway at the iconic Midtown 

destination.”

“To anyone paying attention, a tectonic 
shift is taking place at Rockefeller Center.”

“Tishman Speyer deserves credit for luring 
New Yorkers to this swath of Midtown with 

a growing slate of hip restaurants.”

“Overseen by the real estate developer 
Tishman Speyer, which has held the keys 

since 1996, Rockefeller Center has 
majestically returned to its former glory, 

and then some.”
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Public Art
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Art in Focus
The 2022 season of the Art in Focus public art program, 
presented in partnership with Art Production Fund, 
featured the work of Max Colby, Hugo McCloud, Emily 
Mullin, Arghavan Khosravi, and Lorraine Nam. 

The RUBENSTEIN team worked collaboratively with Art 
Production Fund to share the news of each installation 
with media in the metro area, in addition to arts press. 
Each installation was pitched as a “must-see” exhibition, 
creating a dynamic hook that complements the rest of 
Center’s consistent slate of arts programming, solidifying 
it as a hub for public art. The installations were 
highlighted by key metro-area “things to do” sites Time 
Out New York and Untapped New York amongst the top 
installations on view, and were covered by respected 
trades including Artnet, Whitewall, Widewalls, and Artsy. 

Beyond metro and art media communications, 
RUBENSTEIN developed a tailored media engagement 
plan for each installation based on its themes. Notably, the 
work of Arghavan Khosravi was on display during the 
onset of protests in Iran. Our team arranged an in-depth 
feature run by WNBC which allowed Arghavan to discuss 
the inspiration for the work and her unique perspective as 
an Iranian artist, while reflecting on the moment in 
history.
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Art in Focus: 2022 Holiday Map and Installation by Lorraine Nam
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Art at Top of the 
Rock
Created by Kris Moran and Martin Duffy, Buildings and Blocks was 
designed to resemble children’s building blocks, and invited visitors 
to sit or interact with the freestanding blocks while taking in the 
breathtaking skyline views of Manhattan.

The RUBENSTEIN team engaged in conversations about Buildings 
and Blocks with media in the New York area upon the installation’s 
debut, and throughout the three months it was on display at Top of 
the Rock’s The Weather Room. Highlights included an interview by 
Whitewall with the artists, and inclusion in Time Out New York’s 
weekly roundup of the best things to do in the city for six 
consecutive weeks. 

Over the summer, visitors to Top of the Rock were invited to 
experience Sarah Mehoyas’ Dawn Chorus and Speculations. Dawn 
Chorus was an immersive, multi-sensory, augmented-reality (AR) 
experience. In addition, Speculations featured eight large-scale 
photographs in the form of vinyl installations on the glass panels 
overlooking the New York City skyline. 

The RUBENSTEIN team pitched Dawn Chorus and Speculations as 
interactive experiences at Top of the Rock unlike anything else New 
Yorkers can experience in the city. The installations were 
announced to metro, arts, and parenting media with an invitation 
to a press preview that gave media the opportunity to speak with 
the artist and experience the installations. The announcement was 
covered by WNBC, Broadway World, amNewYork, and ArtDaily, and 
a reporter for New Yorkled ran a feature piece about the 
installations which included an interview with the artist.
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Buildings and Blocks
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Dawn Chorus and Speculations
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The Flag Project
Last spring, Rockefeller Center partnered with the United 
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the Climate 
Museum for the third annual The Flag Project, a 
crowd-sourced art exhibition which invited the public to 
submit art for consideration to be displayed on one of the 
193 flagpoles that surround the Plaza. 

The global call for submissions asked for mixed-medium 
artwork that celebrated “Only One Earth,” the theme for 
this year’s World Environment Day, to showcase an 
appreciation for the environment and how to live 
sustainably and in harmony with nature. 

The RUBENSTEIN team announced the theme for the 2022 
installation and the call for submissions in February, which 
was covered by New York-based outlets, art media, and 
listing sites. The team also pitched a second round of 
outreach to encourage additional submissions during the 
last week of the open call for submissions. The flags were 
raised in the beginning of April, the start of Earth month, 
which broadcast and online media were invited to attend in 
celebration of the unveiling of the installation. Notably, the 
TODAY Show ran a segment which highlighted a young 
artist and documented the moment she raised the flag 
which featured her design. 
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The Flag Project
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MASA
In another especially prominent art moment, Mexico 
City-based gallery MASA presented 
Intervención/Intersección, its first exhibition in New York 
City, throughout Rockefeller Center from May to June of 
2022. The exhibition celebrated the best of contemporary 
Mexican artistry and featured the work of Mexico-based or 
Mexican artists, architects, and designers. 

Works of art were on display at the Rink Level Gallery and 
on Center Plaza. Along the flagpoles surrounding The Rink, 
Camil’s artwork Saca Tus Trapos Al Sol (“Air Out Your Dirty 
Laundry”) flew a multi-strand clothesline of over 700 items 
of used clothing donated by Mexico City residents.

The RUBENSTEIN team worked collaboratively with MASA 
to pitch the exhibition, handling metro, broadcast, Spanish 
language, and “things to do” media. RUBENSTEIN also 
helped to coordinate and invited select media to a press 
preview during which design media on site were given a 
first-hand look at the artwork with commentary from the 
gallery. The exhibition was covered by top design outlets 
including Surface, Dezeen and Design Bloom, and coverage 
by Spanish language media included pieces by Telemundo 
47 and Impacto Latino. In addition, New York Magazine ran 
a feature article about the exhibit and deemed it “highbrow 
brilliant” in their approval matrix. 
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Plantoir, Blue
Plantoir, Blue, a sculpture by Claes Oldenburg and 
Coosje van Bruggen, was displayed this spring at the 
Fifth Avenue entrance to the Channel Gardens, the 
original location of the Elgin Botanic Garden, 
established in 1801 as the first botanic garden in the 
United States. This was the first public installation of 
work by Oldenburg and van Bruggen in New York 
since a version of Plantoir in red was displayed on 
the roof of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 2002.

Following the announcement of the sculpture as a 
feature article by Artnet, the RUBENSTEIN team 
shared the news with wire, online, print and 
broadcast media in the area as well as arts 
publications. Plantoir, Blue was covered by the 
premiere “things to do” outlets in the area – Time 
Out New York, Secret NYC, Untapped New York, and 
1010 WINS - and was highlighted in Artnet as one of 
the best news items in the art world the week of its 
unveiling. Plantoir, Blue was also included in articles 
honoring the life and legacy of Claes Oldenburg upon 
his passing in July.
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Plantoir, Blue
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Jeppe Hein’s 
Changing Spaces
In one of the year’s major art moments at Rockefeller 
Center, Jeppe Hein presented Changing Spaces, an 
interactive water-based sculpture, on Center Plaza 
during the summer months. Visitors were 
encouraged to move within the structure as the 
artwork continually changed shape, creating a 
playful and interactive environment for adults and 
children alike.

The RUBENSTEIN team pitched Changing Spaces to a 
wide range of metro, lifestyle, art, and parenting 
outlets and it was continuously highlighted as one of 
the top things to do in the city by Time Out New 
York, Untapped New York, and Secret NYC. In the 
midst of a heat wave, Changing Spaces received a 
second wave of coverage as a way to cool down in 
the city. Images of the installation, which featured 
elated children as well as adults, were widely 
distributed over the wire. An additional round of 
coverage came with the extension of the installation, 
and notably, an image of CJ playing in the water 
sculpture was included in the New York Daily News’  
‘Top Photos of the Year.’ 
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Jeppe Hein’s Changing Spaces
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Derrick Adams’ 
Funtime Unicorns
Derrick Adams’ Funtime Unicorns, an 
interactive sculpture meant for social 
engagement and play at the Channel Gardens, 
offered visitors an unexpected take on the 
iconic and mythical unicorn. Funtime 
Unicorns invoked the idea of Blackness as 
magical, colorful, mystical, free-spirited, and 
deserving of protection. 

The RUBENSTEIN team coordinated with 
Derrick Adams' team and Art Production 
Fund to unveil the interactive sculptures 
across national and local media, including art, 
design, parenting and social justice reporters. 
A special friends and family unveiling also 
included wire photo agencies who 
disseminated the images globally. In addition 
to feature articles by WWD, Hypebeast, and 
Whitewall, Artnet named the installation one 
of their editors’ 'picks of the week' upon its 
debut.
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Derrick Adams’ Funtime Unicorns
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Jenny Holzer x PEN 
America
On five nights in September, artist Jenny Holzer 
celebrated PEN America’s century-long defense of 
freedom of expression with a powerful new series of 
light projections that illuminated three buildings on 
the Center’s campus. 

Each evening, the facades of 30 Rockefeller Plaza and 
610 and 620 Fifth Avenue were lit with selected 
passages from gifted writers and artists who have 
supported PEN America’s vital work to protect free 
expression. 

The RUBENSTEIN team pitched the installation to 
art media as part of a roundup of fall art installations 
at Rockefeller Center. As the installation was 
illuminated in the aftermath of the attack on former 
PEN America’s President Salman Rushdie, outreach 
was limited to select arts reporters to avoid 
becoming a part of controversial conversations. 
Pitching efforts were done collaboratively with Jenny 
Holzer’s team and the team at PEN America which 
resulted in the installation being mentioned in a 
Vogue profile of the artist. 
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Jenny Holzer X PEN America
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Love at the Center
Rockefeller Center’s campus-wide Valentine’s Day 
celebration included heartwarming activations and 
giveaways as well as limited-edition items and edible 
treats throughout February. On Valentine’s Day, 
famed botanical artist Lewis Miller presented two 
iterations of his Flower Flash on the Plaza and at Top 
of the Rock.

The RUBENSTEIN team worked to amplify these 
themed offerings by engaging with broadcast media, 
online media, and social media influencers. Media 
coverage focused on all aspects of Love at the Center, 
including the wedding that took place at Top of the 
Rock on the morning of February 14. 

As the two Flower Flash installations were the most 
festive and visual elements of the celebration, the 
RUBENSTEIN team invited influencers to view the 
floral installations on the Plaza and at Top of the 
Rock. These efforts resulted in hundreds of 
thousands of views across Instagram and Tik Tok. 
Images were also shared on the social media pages of 
publications that covered the festivities.
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Pride at Rockefeller 
Center
The Love Above All Pride celebration returned in 
2022 with a month-long schedule of Pride 
activations, including exclusive retail, decor, and 
the epic Love Above All Ball, which benefitted 
Broadway Cares/Equity Fights Aids.

The RUBENSTEIN team pitched a comprehensive 
announcement which featured all of the elements 
of the Center’s 2022 Pride celebration. As a result, 
both the visual and programming elements of this 
year’s Pride celebration were included in 
broadcast and online coverage of Pride-themed 
festivities in the city. Notably, NBC News NOW 
featured the Love Above All Ball as a 
recommended Pride event, and Playbill covered 
the announcement that Alex Newell would 
perform at the Ball. T Magazine’s Kurt Soller and 
IndieWire’s Vincent Perella attended the Ball at 
the invitation of the RUBENSTEIN team.
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Pride at Rockefeller Center
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Mexico Week: Día De 
Muertos at Rockefeller 
Center
For the second consecutive year, Mexico Week: Día De 
Muertos at Rockefeller Center was held in celebration of 
Mexico’s heritage and culture. The weeklong celebrations 
kicked off with the opening of an exhibit in the lobby of 10 
Rockefeller Plaza featuring the work of Mexican artist José 
Guadalupe Posada, and also featured an open air market, a 
tianguis, and an ofrenda on Center Plaza. Additionally, 
Menchaca’s catrinas—elegantly dressed skeleton figures 
synonymous with the Day of the Dead—appeared as 
Mexican and American superstars throughout the campus. 

Media was invited to attend an opening ceremony with 
Mayor Adams on the Plaza with the backdrop of the 
ofrenda and alebrijes. Images and video footage of the 
celebration, including interviews with spokespeople in 
English and Spanish, were widely distributed and utilized 
by online and broadcast media regionally, nationally and 
internationally.

Highlights included coverage on the TODAY Show, 
Univision, Telemundo (both national and local), and nearly 
every major metro news outlet. Notably, a reporter for the 
arts outlet Hyperallergic attended the opening ceremony 
and received a tour of the works of art which resulted in a 
full feature article about the art on display that mentioned 
each of the artists and included breathtaking images of the 
pieces. This article was shared by Hyperallergic on Twitter 
and Instagram, and was included in Surface Magazine’s 
coveted Design Dispatch newsletter. 
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Star Party
In celebration of the spring equinox, Rockefeller Center hosted 
the first-ever Star Party at Top of the Rock on the evening of 
March 19th into March 20th. An overnight musical experience, 
Star Party was a new quarterly event that was timed to seasonal 
equinoxes and solstices. 

The inaugural Star Party featured an overnight durational 
performance by songwriter and sound designer Emily A. 
Sprague. The series continued with the celebrations of the 
summer solstice and fall equinox which featured the music of 
Mary Lattimore and Shigeto, respectively.

The initial announcement was covered by Time Out New York, 
Thrillist, Secret NYC, and more. The event was attended by two 
reporters (one freelance contributor for The New York Times 
and Pitchfork, and another staff writer for Pitchfork) and a 
micro influencer with strong followings on TikTok and 
Instagram. 

Notably, the RUBENSTEIN team invited the new “things to do” 
editor at Time Out New York to experience the fall Star Party. In 
addition to running an additional feature piece about Star 
Party, Time Out New York included the event in their list of 
recommended activities that weekend, and the editor 
highlighted Star Party in a WCBS segment she was a guest on to 
discuss things to do in the fall.
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Racquet House at 
Rockefeller Center
Racquet House at Rockefeller Center invited New 
Yorkers and visitors to celebrate the US Open in the 
heart of the city.

The festivities at Rockefeller Center included a 
full-size pink tennis court on north side of the Plaza, 
which was open for the weekend leading up for the 
opening day of the US Open, and a court at Radio 
Park. Throughout the weekend, professional tennis 
players were spotted volleying on the court on the 
Plaza. In addition, an event was held at Radio Park to 
celebrate the launch of the Rothy’s X Evian collection 
which transformed 72,000 water bottles from the 
2021 US Open into a collection of tennis gear.

The RUBENSTEIN team pitched the iconic tennis 
court on the Plaza to metro and broadcast media in 
the city as a way to celebrate the US Open. The 
public was invited to stop by for the chance to see 
some of the world’s best tennis players play on the 
Center’s historic campus. The court was covered by 
Vogue, People and The Cut,  as well as broadcast 
coverage by WNBC.
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indieplaza
Rockefeller Center and Rough Trade 
presented the inaugural indieplaza, a 
two-day festival celebrating 
independent music, on the Plaza in 
September. 

The RUBENSTEIN team pitched the 
announcement of the inaugural festival, 
as well as subsequent pitching as 
additional participants were confirmed. 
The announcement of the festival was 
covered by Variety, Pitchfork, Brooklyn 
Vegan, and more. The event was also 
highlighted as a recommended event in 
the city by metro outlets including 
amNewYork, Thrillist, and Our Town.
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Glass Reimagined
To celebrate the 85th birthday of Philip 
Glass, Rockefeller Center and Pomegranate 
Arts presented a two-show concert 
featuring performances by longtime Glass 
interpreters, the Kronos Quartet and 
electronic composer Jlin, at the Rainbow 
Room. 

The RUBENSTEIN team invited key art and 
music reporters to the performances as an 
opportunity to showcase the Rainbow Room 
as a modern performance space that is 
deeply rooted in its rich history. Notably, The 
New Yorker ran a listing for the event in their 
highly regarded “Goings on About Town,” 
and a prominent reporter for Artnet News 
attended the first performance of the 
evening.
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Retail
Rockefeller Center welcomed a wide array of new retailers to 
campus in 2022. From homegrown NYC staples like McNally 
Jackson and Apotheke, to nationally-recognized brands such as 
Alo Yoga, the Center proved that it is the arbiter of taste by 
providing a home to these new and exciting brands.

The RUBENSTEIN team supported Rockefeller Center retailers by 
coordinating lease announcements and working with the 
retailers’ in-house PR teams to provide support throughout their 
opening processes.

The RUBENSTEIN team also encouraged cross-collaboration and 
partnerships across Rockefeller Center, providing access to other 
spaces on campus for their special guests, press and influencers 
like Top of the Rock, The Rink or suggested dining options. Press 
and publicity strategy for the brands was three-fold: focused on 
real estate press for lease announcements, business of fashion 
and New York trends, and things to do in New York.

The RUBENSTEIN team also created talking points for CEOs, 
founders and designers to use for press interviews, advised on 
meaningful relationships they could develop with fellow retailers, 
and identified key events taking place at Rockefeller Center that 
might affect foot traffic or in-store displays.
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Customer
Announcements
Leasing is the ‘why’ for so much of 
Rockefeller Center’s decision-making 
around what it offers to New Yorkers. 
Especially in the RTO era, it’s 
strategically imperative that news is 
shared when blue-chip companies and 
organizations elect to move to the 
Center. 

In 2022, RUBENSTEIN worked with 
customers to highlight leasing 
announcements and what it’s like to 
have an office at Rock Center, tying it 
back to the concurrent news of major 
improvements that have made the 
Center the greatest place in the city to 
go to work.
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Redevelopment
While Rockefeller Center’s recent 
revitalization began before 2022, 
several elements saw completion 
during the year, including redone 
lobbies, the redeveloped Rink Level, 
and the opening of Flipper’s Roller 
Boogie Palace. A separate document 
will capture the full breadth of 
RUBENSTEIN’s strategic storytelling 
around revitalization leading into 
and including 2022; select key hits 
are presented in the following slides.
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Flipper’s Roller 
Boogie Palace
Flipper’s Roller Boogie Palace at The Rink at Rockefeller Center opened on 
April 15, 2022, marking the first time that Rockefeller Center has offered roller 
skating in the warmer months since a short season in 1940. 

To announce the opening of Flipper’s to the world, the RUBENSTEIN team 
worked in collaboration with DLX (on behalf of Flipper’s). The RUBENSTEIN 
team pitched New York metro reporters, in addition national reporters across 
broadcast, photo, arts and culture, travel, and things to do. RUBENSTEIN 
coordinated a targeted press preview ahead of opening day, as well as a day of 
media call targeting broadcast and photo. The news that Flipper’s would open 
at Rockefeller Center broke through two exclusive feature articles: one by The 
New York Times and the other by WSJ Magazine. The announcement was then 
covered by nearly every major New York-based news outlet and broadcast 
station, with national coverage including articles by Forbes, Vogue.com, People, 
and Conde Nast Traveler. 

Three events were held in the days leading up to the opening of Flipper’s. 
There was a preview event for media, a high-profile opening celebration, and 
a media-call on the day of the opening which invited media to interact with 
skaters and share the excitement of the opening day with their audiences. In 
addition to media, the RUBENSTEIN team invited select influencers to the 
preview event to get a first-look at the new rink. The influencers invited were 
chosen due to their expertise in video content so they would be able to share 
the high energy of the new rink.

Notably, the RUBENSTEIN team coordinated segments with the hosts of the 
TODAY Show on opening day which included interviews with the co-founder 
of Flipper’s, Liberty Ross. Flipper’s Roller Boogie Palace has continued to grow 
in popularity, and was included in roundups of things to do in the city 
consistently while it was open.
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Christmas at Rockefeller Center
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The 2022 
Rockefeller Center 
Christmas Tree
The 2022 Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree 
from Queensbury, New York earned local, 
national, and international coverage from the 
day its location was announced through the 
lighting and beyond. On the days of the tree 
cutting, arrival, and lighting, the RUBENSTEIN 
team helped arrange media interviews for Neil 
Lebowitz and Erik Pauze.  

The RUBENSTEIN team also worked to 
coordinate additional specialty interviews and 
experiences for outlets such as NBC Nightly 
News, Insider, and Highlights for Children. 

For the first time, select content creators were 
invited to attend the lighting. Feedback on the 
experience was overwhelmingly positive from 
all who attended.

This year’s holiday media coverage included 
16,000+ media stories across TV, print, online 
and social media, with a potential audience 
reach of over 8.9 billion.
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The Rink
The Rink at Rockefeller Center Presented by 
Coach opened on November 5, 2022 to great 
fanfare and excitement. Information about 
the opening day, ticket sales and invitations 
to attend were sent to local and national 
media.

TODAY did a live hit from The Rink to 
celebrate its opening. Hoy Día (Telemundo 
National) also filmed a profile on Nelson 
Corporan, The Rink’s longtime Olympia 
driver.

The Rink continued to make roundup lists 
from outlets across the metro area of the 
best things to do in New York City this 
winter!
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Tuba Christmas
The 49th annual Tuba Christmas was held 
at Rockefeller Center and, per tradition, 
featured hundreds of tubists of all ages as 
they filled the Plaza with holiday classics 
while dressed festively for the occasion.

Despite inclement weather, there was a 
strong turnout by both the performers as 
well as media. The event was attended by 
several photographers and local camera 
crews, as well as content creators. 

Several media attendees shared that they 
look forward to this annual event each 
holiday season, and already have plans to 
cover next year’s 50th anniversary 
performance. The event was also pitched in 
advance to metro area media as well as 
event listing sites to boost attendance.
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Media Highlights

Tuba Christmas
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Content Creators
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Content Creators
As part of the effort to both open up coverage streams 
and and cultivate ongoing relationships, the 
RUBENSTEIN team began incorporating influencers 
into the media strategy this year at a larger scale than 
ever before. Influencers were chosen based on the 
event and their specific niche, with a focus on inviting 
influencers who create New York-centric content.

Select content creators were invited to events such as 
Love at the Center, Philip Glass’ Birthday Party at The 
Rink, Star Party, the Love Above All Ball, and more. The 
culmination of influencer work this year was the 
Rockefeller Center Christmas Tree Lighting, where 
influencers we have built a relationship with 
throughout the year (Friends of Rockefeller Center) and 
new influencers were invited to watch the Tree Lighting 
and create content to share with their followers. We 
also began to coordinate curated experiences for 
influencers that incorporated all aspects of the campus, 
beginning with a specially customized experience for 
Eva Chen, Director of Fashion Partnerships at 
Instagram.
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Best of Instagram

Eva Chen
Instagram: @evachen212

Followers: 2.2M

Instagram Stories
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Best of Instagram

Mickey Blank
Instagram: @mickmicknyc

Instagram Followers: 124K Instagram Feed Post
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Best of Instagram

Kiara Di Paola
Instagram: @newyorkcity4all

Followers: 101K
Friend of Rockefeller Center

Instagram Reel Instagram Reel
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Best of Instagram

Conor McKenzie
Instagram: @conor_mckenzie

Followers: 298K

Instagram Reel Instagram Feed Post
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Best of Instagram

New York Bucket List
Instagram: @nybucketlist

Followers: 1.5M

Reel
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Best of Instagram

My Christmas in New York
Instagram: @mychristmasinnewyork

Followers: 194K

Reel
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Best of TikTok

Mickey Blank
TikTok: @mickmicknyc

Followers: 803.7K
Friend of Rockefeller Center

TikTok Video
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Best of TikTok

Hanna Nesterova
TikTok: @notsobasichanna

TikTok Followers: 18.6K

TikTok Video
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Best of TikTok

John Friia
TikTok: @hereinnyc

Followers: 204K
Friend of Rockefeller Center TikTok Video
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Best of TikTok

Megan Marod
TikTok: @themegandaily

Followers: 133.8K
Friend of Rockefeller Center

TikTok Video
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Impressions Index
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Title Total Impressions

Public Art

Art in Focus - Max Colby 3,789,141

Art in Focus - Hugo McCloud 12,758,111

Art in Focus - Emily Mullin 63,411

Art in Focus - Arghavan Khosravi 14,444,642

Art in Focus - Lorraine Nam 141,183,695
Buildings and Blocks 79,418,740

Dawn Chorus and Speculations 79,418,740

The Flag Project 40,587,386

MASA 60,357,731

Plantoir, Blue 61,389,298

Jeppe Hein's Changing Spaces 951,702,197

Derrick Adams' Funtime Unicorns 11,598,406

Jenny Holzer X PEN America 24,977,324

Special Events

Love at the Center 9,826,337

Pride at Rockefeller Center 57,772,632

Mexico Week: Día De Muertos at Rockefeller Center 281,681,830

Star Party 95,393,525

Racquet House at Rockefeller Center 162,851,682

indieplaza 40,815,066

Glass: Reimagined 11,823,414

Title Total Impressions

Tenant Announcements

Ruane, Cunniff & Goldfarb 3,041,087

World Monuments Fund 771,965

New Additions

Redevelopment 592,680,768

Flipper's Roller Boogie Palace 2,644,153,128

Christmas at Rockefeller Center

Tree Announcement 375,172,197

Tree Cutting 463,794,101

Tree Arrival 912,226,488

Tree Lighting 1,187,383,329

Tree Removal 34,795,252

General Tree 4,310,504,672

The Rink 1,238,685,121

Tuba Christmas 7,849,627
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